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HAMMURABI AND AMRAPHEL.
BY DR. HUGO RADAU.
[People not familiar with Semitic languages, especially with Hebrew and
Babylonian, may very well be puzzled why Hammurabi should be identified with
the Biblical Amraphel, and it is quite natural that a correspondent of ours should
conceive the ingenious idea of identifying Hammurabi with Abraham. Consider-
ing the English transcription alone and neglecting entirely the philology of both
Babylonia and Palestine, the identification of Hammurabi and Abraham would be
more plausible than that of Hammurabi and Amraphel.
We deemed it wise to submit the question to a specialist, and take pleasure in
publishing the answer of Dr. Hugo Radau.
—
Editor,']
HAMMURABI has been identified with the Biblical Amraphel
not without good reason. The arguments which are so strong
that scarcely any student of Babylonian inscriptions would doubt
them are two-fold; first, historical; secondly, linguistic.
Since the writer of the letter submitted to me is concerned
only with the linguistic difficulties of this identification, I shall
here omit the weighty historical arguments and limit myself to the
latter.
The name Hammurabi may be written in Babylonian either
cha-mu ra bi or cha-am-mura-bi.
If we transcribe these syllables in Hebrew script, we would
get either
l^f^n or 3n?:n
The Biblical name is Amraphel or
V T : —
A comparison shows that only two consonants are common to
both names : wr= i:2.
The difficulties of this identification, then, consist in the equa-
tion of the
7o6 THE OPEN COURT.
Babylonian chain (cn)=Hebr. am (ex) and of the
Babylonian bi (5)=Hebr. phel (!5S).
I. CHAM =r AM.
The name Hammurabi is in Babylonian 2iforeig7i name, for we
have a syllabary in which it is explained by kimtti rapashtu, i. e.,
"the great or extended family." The Babylonian scribes, then,
saw in this name two elements, one meaning "family," the other
"great." These two elements are chatnviu A^ rati.
Hammurabi belongs to the kings of the first dynasty of Baby-
lon, which is of Canaanitish origin. The language of the Canaanites
is, as we know now from the Tell Amarna tablets, identical with
the Hebrew language. From a comparison of the Canaanitibh words
to be found in the Amarna tablets with their Babylonian transcrip-
tion we know that Babylonian ch corresponds.
a. Mostly to Canaanitish i).
Canaanitish T^t (gate)= Babylonian transcription: shachri (-int')-
" mT(arm)^ " " zuruch {j-y^yC)-
" ^ri?(myeyes)= " " chinaja {^y^n)-
" Sp (yoke)= " " chullu Q)r^.
"
"iDi:* (Hebrews)^ " " chabire (""nDn).
See here also from Assyrian inscriptions :
Hebrew
~J^ (a city. Gen. x. ig)= Assyrian chaziti, chaz{z)atu, etc.
"
^1^^ (Omri)= " chumri.
The syllable r//a;« in the name cha am mu-ra-bi would corre-
spond therefore to the Canaanitish cr, which means "people,"
"tribe," "family."
b. But the Babylonians transcribe the Canaanitish resp. He-
brew J? also by a, hence the name ~jr occurs in the Babylonian
resp. Assyrian inscriptions also as Azzatu ! If this be true, then
we might expect, if the syllable chain be=:cr, that the name Cham-
murabi be also written Ammurabi. Indeed, such a writing does
occur. In an Assyrian letter, K. 552, 5 ff., our name is written
ammurapi, which when transcribed in Hebrew would become :
This writing proves beyond a shadow of doubt that the syllable
cham in Chammurabi corresponds to the Canaanitish resp. Hebrew
nj>, and means "people" or "family "=:/';>///?/. But Gen. xiv.
where the name Amraphel occurs is written in Hebrew, why should
the Hebrew rendering of this Hebrew Canaanitish name be written
with an s (cN) instead of an r (CD?
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The answer is: "The writer of Gen. xiv. had a copy or has
seen an inscription where the name was written Ammurabi (as
above) instead of Chammurabi."
II. BI= PHEL.
How is the syllable />//^/ instead of /^/ to be explained? The
Babylonian script is a syllabic script, and each syllable or sign is
again polyphone, i. e., one sign may be read in several different
ways. Now it appears that there is in the Babylonian writing one
sign which may be read not only NE but also bi, bil, pil. The
writer of Gen. xiv. therefore must have had a copy before him or
seen an inscription where this sign was to be found at the end of
the name, an inscription where the name was written
AM - MU - RA - PIL,
which he read and which he transcribed in Hebrew by
but which ought to have been read
am-mu-ra-be or am-mu-ra-pi,
and transcribed by
ri^rsN or T^m
The syllable rab{i) contains the root nDT or 221, "to be or be-
come great, extended, numerous," etc., which again is the Cana-
anitish-Hebrew equivalent of the Babylonian rapashiu or rapaliu.
Chammurabi, then, is= 2"i CP= '^'?V«/« rapashiu =^\.h.e great family
(^people).
